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LEVERAGE

WORK TRUCK SHOW WRAP

Are knuckle-boom cranes Companies worry
tariffs might harm
sticking it to stick-booms? service truck sectors
Manufacturers revisit the pros and cons of two styles of service truck cranes

ome companies manufacturing cranes
for mechanic service trucks are knuckling a bit more leverage into their
products.
Knuckle-booms, also known as articulating cranes, have long been favored by service
truck operators in Europe, while stickbooms, sometimes referred to as telescopic
booms and stiff-booms, have generally held
sway in the U.S.
But times are changing. Hiab brought
one of its knuckle-booms to the 2017 Work
Truck Show in Indianapolis while Iowa
Mold Tooling Co. Inc. trucked a knuckleboom to the International Construction and
Utility Equipment Exposition in Louisville,
Ky., in October.

Photo courtesy Iowa Mold Tooling Co. Inc.
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Iowa Mold Tooling 14/98 articulating crane was display at ICUEE 2017
in Louisville, Ky.

FUEL OPTIONS

Biodiesel adoption faces challenges
but offers advantages over petrodiesel
National Biodiesel Board members make the case for biodiesel as a friendlier fuel source

Concerns raised at Work Truck Show
about repercussions of a trade war
KEITH NORBURY

he threat of tariffs
on imports of steel
and aluminum were a
major topic of chatter among
service truck manufacturers at
the annual Work Truck Show
in Indianapolis this March.
That’s understandable
given that service bodies are
often made of steel or alumi- Dean Strathman, Vanair Manufacturing’s
num, as are cranes, compres- vice-president of sales, is happy about the
sors, welders and other acces- reception the company’s products received
at the 2018 Work Truck Show but waiting to
sories on service trucks.
see what impacts tariffs might have.
Leading up to the show,
held March 6-9 at the Indiana Convention Center, U.S. President Donald Trump threatened
to impose steep tariffs on the metals — even against his country’s
neighbors to the north and south. By the time the show rolled around,
Trump was already backing off imposing the tariffs on Canada and
Mexico, although he held out the prospect that he’d revisit the notion
depending on what happens with the renegotiations of the North
American Free Trade Agreement.
Following the show, Trump did follow through on his threat to
impose the steep tariffs — 25 percent on steel and 10 percent on aluminum — on other countries, including China.
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RETURN UNDELIVERABLE CANADIAN ADDRESSES TO

s governments work toward lowering emissions and
reducing the carbon footprint of the machines that
drive our industries, new technologies and techniques arise every day to meet those standards.
Diesel, in particular, is both one of the most common
fuels in heavy equipment-related industries and among the
most common targets for attempts to reduce emissions.
One interesting way to address the latter while still using
diesel is to substitute biodiesel. To that end, members of the
National Biodiesel Board, or NBB, are looking to drastically

4623 William Head Rd. Victoria BC V9C 3Y7 email: info@servicetruckmagazine.com
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Biodiesel offers a means of lowering emissions and
reducing the use of traditional petroleum diesel.
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REACH FOR THE PEAK!
ELEVATE YOUR SERVICE FLEET WITH THE SUMMIT ADVANTAGE!
CUSTOM MANUFACTURING
Truck bodies designed to
fit your application.

IN-HOUSE FINANCING
Finance programs tailored to
the field service industry.

ADVANCED SAFETY SYSTEMS
Safeguard personnel and
equipment with industry
leading safety systems.

FACTORY DIRECT SALES
When you buy a Summit you
are buying factory direct.

NATIONWIDE SERVICE
Summit factory supported network of
service providers to keep your bodies
performing in the field.

VIEW OUR INVENTORY ONLINE OR CONTACT YOUR REGIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE

990 Vernon Rd. Wathena, KS 66090 . 888-780-9076 . www.summitbodies.com
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Rearview camera rule takes effect
ffective May 1, 2018, rearview cameras are required on new
vehicles of up to 10,000 pounds gross vehicle weight in the
United States.
The new Motor Vehicle Safety Standard, FMVSS 111, “includes
requirements for image size, response time, deactivation, durability,
default view and linger time,” according to a posting on the website of
the National Truck Equipment Association.
Those affected by the new rules include the following:
• truck equipment distributors and upfitters working with vehicles
governed by the new regulation who may need to install or relocate the
rearview camera to ensure all requirements are met;
• fleet managers, who will want to monitor compliance for their
upfitted vehicles; and
Steve Spata, technical assistance director with the
• equipment manufacturers, who want to understand the design
National Truck Equipment Association, offers a live
implications for truck-mounted equipment that can affect rearview cam- test demonstration at the 2018 Work Truck Show of
era placement and to assist upfitter customers with their conformance
how companies can conform with FMVSS 111 rear visresponsibilities.
ibility system requirements.
An equivalent standard will take effect in Canada on May 1, 2019.
The NTEA has developed a test manual and kit has been developed to help upfitters meet the new federal rearview
visibility requirements.
The standard “specifies requirements for the performance, number, reflective surface area, magnification,
labeling and location of rearview mirrors,” according to the NTEA.
More information is available at www.ntea.com/fmvss111rearvisibility.

E

Hall of Fame nominations open
une 7 is the deadline for 2018 nominations to the Association of Equipment
Manufacturers’ Hall of Fame.
“Anyone (living or deceased) who has made noteworthy and specific
contributions to the manufacturing, distribution, rental or end-user sectors of the offroad equipment industry is eligible for induction,” said a news release from the AEM
announcing that it is accepting nominations for the award.
An independent panel of judges will evaluate candidates based
on five criteria: innovation, industry contributions, leadership, corporate citizenship/social responsibility, and sustainability.
Since its inception in 1993, more than 55 industry leaders have
been inducted into the hall. The original hall, initiated by Construction Equipment magazine, ran from 1993 to 1999 but lapsed in
the early 2000s. The AEM took over ownership and operation of
the hall in 2008.
Previous inductees include John Deere, Hans Liebherr, Robert
L. Vermeer, and Jerome Increase Case.
The AEM counts among its more than 950 member companies
dozens of service truck and related accessory makers.
The 2018 inductees will be announced at the AEM’s annual conference of its
member companies.
Nominations received after the June 7 deadline will be considered for the following year.
More details about the awards, as well as the online nomination form, can be found
at www.aem.org/HallofFame.

J

John Deere is among the equipment pioneers in the AEM’s Hall
of Fame.

COOL TOOL

More power to
the wrench

ometimes it takes a little extra “oomph” to loosen
a nut or bolt positioned when you can’t get an airpowered tool to break it loose. The Muller-Werkzeug
wrench extension handle, imported from Germany, is the
coolest way to get more power from a plain ol’ hand wrench.
It is one of the best tool investments I made in the past year.
— Dan Anderson

S

Muller-Werkzeug wrench extension handle gives extra oomph.

To advertise in Service Truck contact:
Nick Moss, Marketing Manager
Cell: 250-588-2195 | ads@servicetruckmagazine.com

Public domain photo
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AEM names
new directors
he Association
of Equipment
Manufacturers
has elected three directors
to fill unexpired terms
on two sector boards,
the AEM announced in
March.
Rick Johnson, CEO
of Charles Machine
Works, and Bryan Rich,
chairman and CEO of
SmartEquip, were named
to the AEM’s construcRick Johnson
tion equipment sector
board. Rusty Fowler,
president and CEO of
Krone NA, is the new member on the agriculture sector
board.
“We welcome our new directors and greatly appreciate their dedication to the off-road equipment industry,”
said AEM president Dennis Slater said in a news release.
“AEM’s success in helping its membership and the industry
succeed in changing business conditions would not be possible without active member participation, and we welcome
their knowledge and leadership.”
The AEM’s more than 950 member companies include
dozens of service truck manufacturers and related firms.

T

New NTEA president takes reins
odd Davis is the new
president of the National
Truck Equipment Associa-

said. “He was a little bit apprehensive at the time and I said, ‘The
industry needs some west coast
tion.
influence. You’re right for this.
Vice-president of Phenix Truck
You’ll fit in well with these other
Bodies and Van Equipment of
board members and the leadership
Pomona, Calif., Davis was installed
of the NTEA.’”
as the NTEA’s 54th president durDavis became an NTEA dising the Presidents Breakfast at the
tributor trustee in March 2012,
association’s annual Work Truck
filling a vacated position. The next
Show this March in Indianapolis.
year he was elected to a full threeDavis succeeds the NTEA’s
year term and was subsequently
now immediate past president,
selected to the executive commitAdam Keane, executive vice-presitee.
dent of Seattle-based Allied Body
A graduate of California State
Works Inc.
University, Long Beach, Davis
“I’m proud to be part of this
worked for several years in sales
industry at this unique point in
and marketing at Cooper Industime,” Davis said in a news release
tries before joining Phenix at age
following his installation. “As asso26. In the 25 years since, he and
ciation president, I look forward
two business partners have built
to continuing my work as part of a
a business with more than 100
remarkable NTEA team to further Todd Davis delivers his acceptance speech as employees and 100,000 square
industry knowledge, growth and
feet of production and installaNTEA president at the Work Truck Show.
profitability for our members.”
tion space on 10 acres in southern
Among those happy to see
California. Phenix has been an
Davis take a leadership role in the association is Brett
NTEA member since 1991.
Collins, president of Cincinnati-based Venco Venturo
The NTEA itself was formed in 1964 and now has
Industries LLC. Phenix has had a long partnership with more than 2,000 member companies including dozens
Venco Venturo supplying its crane bodies.
of manufacturers of service trucks and accessories.
“I’m kind of proud to say that I talked Todd Davis
into joining the NTEA board many years ago,” Collins

T

REAL
WORK
TRUCKS
PLAY IN
THE DIRT
CUSTOM IS THE STANDARD
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New NTEA board revealed
T
he National Truck Equipment Association
announced its board members for 2018-2019
at the recent Work Truck Show in Indianapo-

lis.

Joining president Todd Davis on the board’s executive committee are the following:
• first vice-president Wm. Craig Bonham of Safe
Fleet (West St. Paul, Minn.);
• second vice-president Peter Miller of Pro-Tech
Industries (La Vergne, Tenn.);
• third vice-president/treasurer Jon Sievert of Henderson Products Inc. (Manchester, Iowa); and
• secretary Steve Carey of the NTEA (Farmington
Hills, Mich.)
Trustees named to the board include Sean Moran
of Stellar Industries Inc. (Garner, Iowa), one of three
manufacturer trustees; and Jason Ritchey of Curry
Jason Ritchey
Supply Co. (Martinsburg, Pa.), one of five distributor
trustees.
Curry is a distributor of service and mechanics trucks from such brands as Stellar, Auto
Crane, Wilcox, and Reading.
Ritchey, who has been part of the work truck industry for 20 years, said in a news
release that he is honored to serve as an NTEA trustee.
“I believe with the support of the NTEA and its members we can find ways to overcome many of the challenges the industry is facing,” said Ritchey, who is of the third generation in the family business, which dates back to 1932. “I look forward to the
opportunity to listen to your concerns, tackle issues head-on and make a difference in an industry that we are all extremely passionate about.”

Dealers group releases guide
to buying pre-tier 4 equipment
free guide to navigating the
The paper also outlines strategies and
Environmental Protection Agen- tips in such areas as the following:
cy’s tier 4 emissions mandates
• asking key questions before buying;
for construction equipment is now avail• determining where to buy;
able from the Independent Equipment
Dealers Association.
• evaluating online listings for used
The white paper, titled Advice from
equipment;
the Experts: Getting the Best Pricing on
• inspecting the equipment — and the
Used Equipment in the Era of Tier 4, can
seller; and
be downloaded from the IEDA website.
The mandates are driving up demand • using a basic checklist for evaluating a
for non-tier 4 equippotential purchase.
ment, “a trend IEDA
IEDA members are
members predict will
equipment dealers from
continue for the next
around the world speseveral years,” said a
cializing in used connews release announcing
struction and mining
the new guide.
equipment sales. Since
Tier 4 is latest in a
the EPA implemented
series of emissions stanits new standards more
dards for non-road diesel
than two decades ago,
engines that EPA adoptIEDA staff and memed in 1994 and began
bers have watched
enacting in 1992. Tier
closely how each new
4 final, which went into
standard, like tier 4,
effect in 2015, reduced
has affected equipment
the levels of oxides of
availability and pricing.
nitrogen and particulate White paper offers advice on pric“IEDA members are
ing non-tier 4 equipment.
matter by 90 percent
among the most active
over the tier 3 levels.
organizations buying
According to the IEDA, increased
and selling used equipment,” IEDA
demand for pre-tier 4 equipment has
executive director Kristen Williams said
increased prices of those machines by up
in the news release. “The information
to 20 percent.
provided within this white paper comes
“Tier 3 and earlier units are also getdirectly from those dealers and will help
ting harder to find in some equipment
contractors ensure they get the best value
categories, such as excavators, backhoe
for their used equipment dollars.”
loaders, wheel loaders, dump trucks dozThe white paper can be downloaded
ers and compact equipment,” the news
at http://iedaused.com/used-equipmentrelease said.
pricing-tier-4#.
The 13-page IEDA white paper gives For more information about the
an overview of the factors driving prices
IEDA, visit www.iedagroup.com.
during the tier 4 era.

MECHANIC ’S MUSINGS

Signs you’ve been a
mechanic too long
DAN ANDERSON

You may have been a mechanic
too long if …
• You sort of enjoy the sulfuric
smell of used gear lube.
• You have a pet name for your
favorite hammer.
• You don’t carry a Band-Aid in
your wallet; you carry BandAids.
• You’ve noticed your greasy fingerprint on the bun of a Big
Mac you’re eating, and didn’t
care.
A real mechanic carries multiple Band-Aids in his wallet.
• You never have to oil your work
boots because they’re always oiled.
• You have ever tripped a metal detector at the security station in a public building
because of wrenches in your pockets.
• The Mac or Snap-on tool salesman named his yacht after you.
• The baseball cap you wear while working on equipment is waterproof, and it
wasn’t designed to be waterproof.
• You consider duct tape a “tool,” view any wrench larger than 15/16-inch as a valid
substitute for a hammer, but are appalled at the thought of using a screwdriver as
a pry bar.
• You have a drawer full of broken screwdrivers that were used as pry bars.

Photo by iStockphotos.com/EtiAmmos
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Initiative’s goal
is to create
more equipment-specific
courses in high
schools.

New initiative aims for more
equipment industry education
he Association of Equipment
Manufacturers and the Equipment
Dealers Association are collaborating on a new education initiative.
The organizations have awarded partial
scholarships to 32 educators in 15 states
“for certification in equipment courses
starting this summer,” said a news release
from the AEM.
The courses will be offered through
the Curriculum for Agricultural Science
Education, or CASE, which is managed by
the National Association of Agricultural
Educators. The CASE program will qualify
eduators to begin teaching the courses
this fall. The course are aimed at more
than 2,200 students during the 2018-2019
school year, the release said.
The AEM’s agriculture sector board is
leading the initiative. The aim is to increase
the number of equipment-specific courses
taught in high schools as well as “help
expand awareness of and enthusiasm for
the equipment manufacturing industry.”
More than 2,500 teachers have achieved
CASE curriculum certification. But only
about 90 certifications are for equipment-

T

specific courses.
“By leading a teacher scholarship
program in partnership with Equipment
Dealers Association, we have a great opportunity to help make students more aware
of and excited about the opportunities on
the equipment side of the Ag industry,” the
new release quoted Curt Blades, the AEM’s
senior vice-president of Ag Services.
The Equipment Dealers Association
Foundation, since its inception, has provided scholarships to students for Ag-related
careers, said Joe Dykes, the EDA’s vicepresident of industry relations.
“The specific programs we’re sponsoring
are aimed at closing the skills gap, or the
gap between supply and demand for equipment technicians — a major issue in our
industry right now,” Sykes aid in the news
release. “We believe working together to
get people excited to teach and learn about
agriculture is the best way to grow and sustain interest in our industry.”
For more information about CASE,
visit www.case4learning.org.
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EDITORIAL

Trump’s tough tariff talk
isn’t helping industries
mposing punishing tariffs on
imports of aluminum and steel is a
bad idea. Such tariffs wouldn’t have
any immediate effect of revitalizing production of those commodities in the U.S.
The best-case scenario would be that those
industries might slowly regain their footing over years or decades. But even in that
unlikely scenario, the 21st century versions
of metal production aren’t going to produce
a huge surge in employment given the
inexorable trend toward automation.
The tariffs do threaten an immediate
impact, however, on industries that depend
on steel and aluminum as major inputs.
Those industries include manufacturers of
service bodies and of the many accessories
on service trucks. The worry — as enunciated by many exhibitors and attendees at
the annual Work Truck Show this March
in Indianapolis — is that the tariffs will
take some the steam out of industries that
have been humming along in recent years.
Now, the good news is that President
Donald Trump has backed off on his initial
threat to impose those tariffs on Canada
and Mexico. But he is still threatening to
impose them should the negotiations on a
new North American Free Trade Agreement not produce a deal to the president’s
liking.
So this story hasn’t gone away.
Two major associations representing
manufacturers of truck equipment — the
National Truck Equipment Association and
the Association of Equipment Manufacturers — were quick to condemn the tariffs.
The NTEA has called for a permanent
exemption on the tariffs for Canada and
Mexico regardless of what happens with
NAFTA. And the AEM took the unusual
move of producing a TV ad aimed directly
at the president. The ad contains an impassioned plea from manufacturing workers,
who indicated they are prepared to fight in
order to prevent the tariffs from threatening their jobs. The ad aired on Fox News
shows that the president is known to watch
faithfully.
What’s most interesting about those ads
is that they include support for the tax cuts
and regulatory rollbacks that the president
has championed. The problem is that the
tariffs threaten to erase the gains from
those other initiatives.
Yes, it does look like the left hemisphere
of the president’s brain doesn’t know what
the right hemisphere is thinking. At the
very least, the trade policies he espouses
aim to restore U.S. manufacturing and its

I
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OUR SUBMISSIONS POLICY We invite your feedback and ideas
Service Truck Magazine welcomes
submissions of letters, guest columns, short
notices, product announcements, press
releases, and ideas for articles. Send them
to editor@servicetruckmagazine.com.
Letters: Please limit your letters to 250
words. Include your full name, the city
or town you live in, and a contact phone
number. We do not publish anonymous
letters or letters written under pseudonyms.
Guest columns: These can be up to 700
words. Please send a brief note of inquiry
first, however, just in case space what you
wish to write about has already received a
lot of coverage in our pages. Include your
full name, the city or town you live in, and
a contact phone number.
Short notices: Tell us about individual
promotions, appointments, awards, staff
movements, plant openings, plant closures,
expansions, and other milestones. These
short items should be no longer than 100
words.

Product announcements: Are you a
supplier to the industry? Has your company
developed a new product or process? If
possible, attach a photograph.
Press releases: These should have
something to do with service trucks and
mechanics trucks in North America. We
might publish only part of a press release or
use it as starting point for an article by one
of our writers.
Story ideas: Maybe you have an idea you’d
like us to explore for an article. A good
rule of thumb is to limit your story idea to
no more than 30 words. If it takes longer
than that to describe it, then chances are we
won’t be able to take it on.
All submissions are subject to editing
and publication cannot be guaranteed.
The deadline for our next issue of Service
Truck Magazine is June 12, 2018.
Sooner is always better than later.

employment to an economic reality that
no longer exists — if it ever did. Trade, as
any economist will attest, is not a zero-sum
game. In the 21st century, more than ever,
countries leverage their comparative advantages to dominate the world in production
of certain goods and services. That’s how
most of our shirts have come to be made
in Bangladesh and how Canada is a world
leader in aluminum production.
Just to consider that latter example for a
moment. Canada doesn’t mine any bauxite,
the raw material for making aluminum. But
Canada, particularly Quebec, produces a lot
of cheap hydro electricity, which reduces
the cost of electricity-intensive aluminum
smelting.
Yes, the spoils of comparative advantage
have not spread equally or equitably across
the planet. The sacrificial lambs of globalization have included U.S. manufacturing
jobs. As noted by an article on the Politifact
website this spring, U.S. manufacturing
jobs as a proportion of overall employment
dropped from 8.98 percent in 1970 to 3.7
percent in 2010.
But since then, the bleeding has stabilized, and even crept up to 3.89 percent in
2018. We suspect that many of those jobs
are in niche industries, such as the manufacture of service trucks. They lack the
volumes that manufacturers in low-wage
countries covet. They require levels of specialization and sophistication that are difficult to find or develop in other parts of the
world. In other words, the sectors represent
a comparative advantage for the U.S.
On their face, tariffs might look like a
sensible strategy for protecting a country’s
interest against foreign competitors. But
in practice they are crude weapons that
cause too much collateral damage. The best
course would be international trade agreements. And yes, those agreements should
include provisions for fair wages, working
conditions, and environmental protections
— even if they need to be phased in.
So it’s encouraging that President
Trump, in thinking out loud, has flipflopped on U.S. participation on the TransPacific Partnership agreement. (That said,
we recognize that a knock against the TPP
is its preoccupation with intellectual property rights. But it’s at least a start). Unfortunately, we have come to expect the unexpected from the president when it comes to
trade and tariffs.
Here’s to hoping that he’s taking heed
of the AEM TV ads.

About our cartoonist
Nelson Dewey has been a prolific cartoonist for over 50 years. If his work looks
familiar, maybe you read a lot of car comic books when you were younger.
In the 1960s, ’70s and ’80s, Dewey was a frequent contributor to those comics,
particularly CARtoons. He also drew for Hot Rod Cartoons, CYCLEtoons, SURFtoons
and SKItoons.
To see samples of Dewey’s car cartoons, go to his website,
www.nelsondewey.com.
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Shifting winds in Washington
give consultant hope for future
He also notes that industries, including in the service
truck sectors, will need to look abroad for talent
ERIN GOLDEN

ast fall, industrial consultant Eli
Lustgarten told attendees of the
National Truck Equipment Association’s executive summit that good news
was on the horizon — so long as the president and his allies in Congress were able to
overhaul the U.S. tax system.
A few months later, with a new year
underway and a tax bill passed and signed
into law, Lustgarten was feeling even more
optimistic. Looking ahead to a presentation
he was scheduled to deliver at the Independent Equipment Dealers Association’s
annual meeting in Orlando in February,
Lustgarten said he remains bullish on the
shifting winds in Washington, D.C., and
their likely impacts on industry.
“The underlying fundamentals as we
look toward 2018 are strong,” he said.
“We’re going to have a very strong first half,
if not the entire year, subject to how the
politics get in the way.”
Lustgarten, president of ESL Consultants, said 2017 ended “with a lot of
momentum,” but cautions that some economic data from the last quarter of the
year is a bit misleading. As news — and

L

“The underlying fundamentals as we look
toward 2018 are strong. We’re going to have
a very strong first half, if not the entire year,
subject to how the politics get in the way.”
— Eli Lustgarten, president, ESL Consultants

questions — swirled around the tax debate
on Capitol Hill, Lustgarten said some businesses began moving their inventory.

Regulation slashing cheered

That uncertainty wasn’t unusual in
2017. While many industry watchers,
including Lustgarten, cheered President
Donald Trump’s pledges to slash regulations and pump new life into industry, they
knew the timeline for any major changes
remained unclear. Entering into the first
months of 2018, however, Lustgarten said
he sees an environment in which industry
leaders are feeling more secure about what
to expect.
“A lot of that has waned,” he said of
earlier uncertainty around tax, regulatory
and other changes. “The deregulation was
tremendously successful and substantial.”
Lustgarten is confident that Trump and
Congress will soon move on to tackle a
major infrastructure spending bill. He said
successful passage of that legislation would
certainly spur industrial activity and leave
both businesses and consumers with more
money to spend.
Meanwhile, the run of natural disasters
that hit the U.S. and surrounding areas in

2017 — including a particularly devastating hurricane season and massive wildfires
in the West — prompted major losses for
some regions and industries. But the longer-term rebuilding may actually continue
to spur more growth for years to come,
Lustgarten said.
“The damage done was so severe that
it creates multiple years of work,” he said.
“These natural tragedies impact short-term
activity on a negative basis but are creating
pockets of demand that will last for years.”

Energy efficiencies still expected

Lustgarten predicted some industries
will thrive under a more lenient regulatory
climate than the one that characterized
the years President Barack Obama was in
office. He said he expects some changes
that were previously spurred by regulations
— like a greater emphasis on energy efficiency — may continue because of privatemarket competition, rather than government intervention.
“Overall, industries will be competing
with each other for resources and people,”
he said.

That’s in part because of continued gaps
between available jobs and a workforce
ready and willing to take them. Lustgarten
said many industries’ years-long struggle to
find qualified workers is likely to persist.
In his presentation last fall, he pointed to
demographic shifts — notably, an aging
workforce — as one of the key drivers of
that trend.
“It’s a perennial problem, and it’s not
going to get better,” he said. “It’s going to
get more difficult.”
He expects unemployment rates to
remain low over the next few years, and
companies to be scrambling for ways to
find and keep the best and brightest. His
advice: employers need to invest more
in training, and strike a better balance
between investments in people and in
equipment.

Automation and tight labor

“As labor gets tight, capital expenditures
will go up as they automate to try to offset
the problem,” Lustgarten said. “That creates
continued on page 20
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knuckle-boom cranes continued from cover
While knuckle-booms seemed poised to gain traction on
this side of the Atlantic, manufacturers say there’s a role for
each variety of crane in a fleet of service trucks. And, in many
cases, it simply boils down to user preference.

“If you’re in the construction market and doing material handling, you’re more likely
going to go with a knuckle-boom because you’re either having to lift into a building or up and over to the top of the building, or a long reach across a work site. And
a telescopic just doesn’t make sense for that. Whereas if you’re doing service work
on-site, say you’re working on a Cat dozer or an excavator, a knuckle-boom would be
overkill — it would use up a good portion of your payload, leaving a limited amount
of weight for tools and equipment.”

Choice depends on operation

One area where stick-boom technology has advanced is
remote technology, where users can see data pertaining to a
load that can help an operator gauge lifting capacity. “It’s a
fairly new development, and we’re all searching to try to figure
out how we want to do it,” Heffron said, adding that Palfinger
offers this enhancement as an optional upgrade.
Garner, Iowa-based Stellar Industries Inc. does not offer
knuckle-boom cranes in the classic sense of the term — that
is, where it folds into a figure-four position. However, it does
sell stick-booms with a bit of a twist. These include cranes
that articulate specifically for tire-service applications. “These
are specialty cranes designed to be a tool as well as a lifting
device,” sales and marketing manager Sean Moran explained.
Stellar also offers a small line of T-boom cranes, which
Moran described as a variant of a telescopic crane that has a
high mast.
Moran said remote-control systems are also catching on
at Stellar. A line of light-duty hydraulic cranes has options for
proportional and non-proportional radio remote controls, and
a line of heavy-duty telescopic cranes up to 14,000 pounds lifting capacity features proportional radio remote control.
“In regards to the stick-boom cranes, the use of operator
feedback through the radio remote is becoming more common,” Moran said. “Stellar introduced this feature in 2010
with the introduction of the Stellar CDT radio remote, which
alerted the operator through LED alerts as well as a tactile
vibration when the crane was nearing its rated capacity.”
Stellar furthered the design in 2014 with the Stellar CDT
and CDTplus radio remote, which added a visual display with
real-time information such as load weight, boom angle, horizontal reach and how much more load the crane could handle
at a given load or reach. “This gives the operator critical information to be more productive when using the crane,” Moran
said.
As Moran sees it, the two varieties differ distinctly in their
design and intended use. “A knuckle-boom crane is intended
to be a material handling crane — to load and unload, to pick
and place material. A stick-boom crane is intended to act as
a lifting tool and specifically incorporates a winch to allow
more precise lifting and holding of components while servicing equipment. Its stick design also allows for better reach into
enclosed areas, such as cabs, while using the winch to lift and
lower component parts.”
continued on page 9

This Stellar CDTplus remote handle gives
real-time load information directly to the
operator.

Photo courtesy of Stellar Industries Inc.

Heavy-duty stick-boom 12630 crane performs on a Stellar TMax 2 service body.

Photo courtesy of Stellar Industries Inc.

Stick-boom with a twist

— Brian Heffron, national sales manager, Omaha Standard Palfinger

Photo courtesy of Stellar Industries Inc.

Brian Heffron, national sales manager with Omaha Standard Palfinger, told Service Truck Magazine he estimates U.S.
market preference at roughly 85 per cent for stick-booms and
15 per cent for knuckle-booms.
“Picking between the two depends on what your operation is,” Heffron said. “If you’re in the construction market
and doing material handling, you’re more likely going to go
with a knuckle-boom because you’re either having to lift into
a building or up and over to the top of the building, or a long
reach across a work site. And a telescopic just doesn’t make
sense for that. Whereas if you’re doing service work on-site,
say you’re working on a Cat dozer or an excavator, a knuckleboom would be overkill — it would use up a good portion of
your payload, leaving a limited amount of weight for tools and
equipment.”
Palfinger offers both varieties, and Heffron said each has
notched new developments in recent years.
On the knuckle side, models such as the PK 165.002 and
PK 200.002 — with numbers referring to tonne-metres —
have new boom sections Palfinger calls the P-Boom. “The
thing about large Grove or National cranes is that kind of
reverse-teardrop look,” Heffron said. “Now, imagine viewing that with one piece of metal and one weld. That’s the
P-Boom.”
Heffron calls this a load lightener. “It allows you to go to
larger cranes and stay within a weight limit that won’t affect
your chassis choice too much,” he said.

Peed Equipment Co. mechanic performs a lift with the IMT 12000 Stellar Industries Inc.’s 12621 model is a heavy-duty service crane.
Photo courtesy of Stellar Industries Inc.
telescopic crane. Photo courtesy Iowa Mold Tooling Co. Inc.
Photo courtesy of Hiab USA.

Hiab XS 099 HiPro crane is mounted on a mechanics service body

“Articulating cranes are
gaining popularity because
they’re very versatile. They
fold differently then telescopic cranes, so this gives
them a lot of versatility of
where they can reach and
grab a load. They can come
in real close and sometimes
even underneath a flatbed,
grab a load, and start lifting,
whereas a telescopic crane
does not have versatility.”
— Tom Wallace, sales manager, Iowa Mold Tooling Co.
Inc.
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Praising the T-boom
Ironically, perhaps, Hiab builds a small
number of stick-booms but for outside the
U.S. where there’s some market demand.
However, in addition to knuckle-booms,
the company offers a T-Boom, which crane
product manager Terry Fidler described as
kind of an in-between.
“Instead of having that second knuckle,
it has a first knuckle quite high, and just
one boom instead of two booms,” Fidler
said. “And it telescopes in a live situation, so
you can do it while lifting the load.”
Hiab’s T-Boom can lift close to the
hook. And, whereas a stick-boom traditionally has a winch and tends not to lift so
close to the head of the crane, the T-Boom
and knuckle-boom don’t require a winch, so
operators can position the head of the crane
right next to a load, Fidler added.
Fidler said the T-Boom wasn’t introduced to deliberately steer users towards
a knuckle-boom. “The first-ever hydraulic
lifting crane was built by our company in
1944 in Sweden, and that was a T-type
boom. The knuckle-boom was a kind of
improvement that came later. Today we put
fly jibs and third and fourth elbows onto
our knuckle-booms — they’re big cranes.”

Gaining in popularity

Tom Wallace, sales manager with Iowa
Mold Tooling, said the company builds
stick-booms and a handful of specialty
knuckle-boom cranes at its Garner, Iowa
facility but most of its articulating lines are
manufactured by HMF in Denmark and
private-labelled to IMT specifications.
“Articulating cranes are gaining popularity because they’re very versatile,” Wal-

lace said. “They fold differently then telescopic cranes, so this gives them a lot of
versatility of where they can reach and grab
a load. They can come in real close and
sometimes even underneath a flatbed, grab
a load, and start lifting, whereas a telescopic
crane does not have versatility.”
For example, Wallace said, a mechanic
might need to gain access through the interior of the cab of a large excavator to pull
something out. “A telescopic crane works
very well there,” he explained. “You can
go in perfectly horizontal and extend your
crane right into that cab. The boom tip is
small enough that it can slide right in, and
as long as your product will go out the door
it gives you some real advantages.”
As far as new developments, Wallace
said, one area both crane varieties are gaining something in common is enhanced
attention to safety.
Overload prevention systems that warn
an operator when a load is reaching its
maximum capacity are available on both,
while interlock systems, already on articulating cranes, are on the near-horizon for
telescopic cranes.
These prevent the operator from running a crane without the stabilizers being
completely deployed and down, and also
prevent any lifting over an operator who is
standing and manually running the crane
by the truck, Wallace said. “This prevents
the operator from getting in between the
load and the truck, and the possibility of
getting injured.”
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Companies brace for tariffs continued from cover
Signs seen of price hikes
“That is the hot topic at this show,” said Mark Merriman, sales and marketing coordinator for Venchurs Vehicle
Systems, a fleet upfitter and truck customizer headquartered in Adrian, Mich.
At its Work Truck Show stand, Venchurs displayed for
the first time an aluminum service body from Torontobased G.W. Anglin Manufacturing.
“It’s interesting because we deal with fabricators when
people need custom equipment or parts made for their
installs,” Merriman said. “The last time I went to one to
pick up some parts, I actually asked that question. And he
said he is already seeing it as far as increases in metal pricing — steel and aluminum. Ultimately, it’s going to raise
the price for everything they make. So the big news here
in talking with everybody is that same issue. And they’re
wondering what Trump’s going to do when it comes to the
tariffs, specifically with Canada and Mexico.”
Merriman acknowledged the recent news that Trump
was already looking at exempting Canada and Mexico.
However, Merriman also noted the president’s propensity

Dennis Slater

Donald Trump

“These ‘Trump Tariffs’ will put U.S. equipment
manufacturers at a competitive disadvantage,
risk undoing the strides our economy has made
due to tax reform, and ultimately pose a threat
to American workers’ jobs.”
— Dennis Slater, president,
Association of Equipment Manufacturers

to change his mind.
“But that could change day to day,” Merriman said.
“So everyone is kind of in limbo because we don’t know. It
would be nice to predict the future but unfortunately we
can’t.”

Trade groups oppose tariffs

The week after the show, the National Truck Equipment Association, which organizes the event, released a
statement voicing concerns about the tariffs.
“These tariffs will likely lead to increases in the cost
of manufacturing many of the trucks, truck bodies and
equipment our membership produces,” the statement said.
“Additionally, NTEA is apprehensive about possible retaliatory trade actions that could negatively affect the work
truck industry.”
The association is also advocating for a permanent tariff
exemption for Mexico and Canada regardless of what happens with NAFTA.
The Association of Equipment Manufacturers, whose
members include dozens of service truck manufacturers
and accessory makers, also expressed profound disappointment at the tariffs.
“These ‘Trump Tariffs’ will put U.S. equipment manufacturers at a competitive disadvantage, risk undoing the
strides our economy has made due to tax reform, and
ultimately pose a threat to American workers’ jobs,” AEM
president Dennis Slater said in a March 8 statement.
According to the AEM, steel accounts for about 10
percent of equipment manufacturers’ direct costs. In anticipation of the tariffs, steel prices were already rising, Slater
said.
Later in March, the AEM launched a 30-second TV ad
on Fox News programs such as Fox & Friends and Hannity
that praised Trump for recent tax reform and regulatory
cuts but warned that tariffs on steel would erase those
gains in the manufacturing sector.
“Steel tariffs will be devastating to the 1.3 million men
and women of the equipment manufacturing industry,” Kip
Eideberg, AEM vice president of public affairs and advocacy, said in a news release announcing the TV ad. “They
are not willing to let their jobs die without a fight and are
making their case directly to the President through cable
news shows he is known to watch.”

Let capitalism be free

At the Venco Venturo stand, company president Brett
Collins advised readers to research the Smoot-Hawley

“Ultimately, it’s going to raise the price for
everything they make. So the big news here in
talking with everybody is that same issue and
they’re wondering what Trump’s going to do
when it comes to the tariffs, specifically with
Canada and Mexico.”
— Mark Merriman, sales and marketing
coordinator, Venchurs Vehicle Systems
Tariff Act of 1930, which many economic historians now
blame for worsening the Great Depression.
“My outlook on tariffs is not very positive,” Collins said.
“I don’t believe in tariffs. I believe in an open, free market.
Capitalism is a great thing when it’s permitted to operate
freely.”
Collins said he anticipates “some impacts” from the tariffs but he expressed optimism that they won’t be anything
the U.S. can’t handle.
“One thing I just personally can’t stand worse than
anything is a knee-jerk reaction,” Collins said. “Our politics
and our media kind of loves knee-jerk reaction and big stories. Our president understands that very well, and kind of
plays to that.”
But, Collins said, the work truck industry is flexible and
will roll with the punches.
The punches have already started flying. China has
retaliated against the Trump tariffs with its own tariffs
on such products as pork, “which will have a dire impact
on Iowa,” the nation’s largest pork producing state, Iowa
broadcaster Robert Leonard wrote in a New York Times
op-ed on April 1. Iowa is also home to several of the giants
of the service truck industry.
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Multi-sided issue
Mark Woody, a former NTEA president who is retiring as president of Palfinger Inc., said tariffs pose “a political question I think I should avoid.”
However, Woody went on to note
that Trump is “a pretty popular president
and the people who voted for him are
pretty happy with the direction he is going
because that’s what he said he was going to
do.”
Then again, Woody can see the tariff
issue from multiple sides. He is a dual
Canadian-U.S. citizen; and Palfinger is a
European manufacturer headquartered in
Austria.
“These kinds of trade barriers and those
kinds of things typically don’t turn out
positively,” Woody said.
He expressed concern for how it will
affect consumers.
“There’s only so many dollars to spend,”
Woody said. “Maybe on the one hand this
new tax cut gave them a little income, a
little more money for business. But if it all
goes to paying for higher prices for steel
and aluminum what did we really accomplish?”

Boom threatened?

Almost everyone interviewed at the
show reported on a booming economy in
which the biggest challenge for the industry has been keeping up with growing
backlogs of orders.
Mandar Dighe, vice-president of sales
and marketing for The Knapheide Manufacturing Company, also acknowledged that
some of the current favorable business conditions are based on recent policy decisions
such as changes to the tax laws.
“The current proposals for steel and
aluminum tariffs, will they affect our business? Absolutely,” Dighe said. “If things go
one way or another, there will be an effect.
I don’t have any idea about how much or
what there is. But obviously there could be
an effect and if there is I’m sure that the
industry and everyone are going to have to
determine ways to react appropriately.”

Economists united

A large majority of economists agree
that tariffs are a bad idea and that Trump’s
tariffs would hurt the U.S. economy. A
Reuters news agency survey of 104 economists in March found not one who said the
tariffs would be good for the U.S., although
a few expected minimal harm.
In the wake of the Trump tariff threats,
the stock market has taken a beating. But
as Trump critic Paul Krugman, a Nobel
Prize winning economist and New York
Times columnist, wrote: “The stock market
isn’t the economy.” He added that “it’s one
of the dirty little secrets of international
economics that standard estimates of the
cost of protectionism, while not trivial,
aren’t usually earthshaking either.”
And Krugman went on to estimate that
a trade war that included 30 percent U.S.
tariffs across the board would reduce real
U.S. income by about 1.5 percent.
The long-term impact of the tariffs
would be to turn many global supply chains
into stranded assets and strand their workers, causing another dislocation akin to the
“China shock” when China emerged as
a global manufacturing power, Krugman
wrote.

that it was too early to tell what the effects
will be.
“We have heard some manufacturers are
already announcing some surcharges,” said
orders, if the tariffs do affect sales, it won’t
Strathman, whose company makes such
likely happen before the fourth quarter of
truck accessories as compressors, welders,
this year or beyond, Strathman said. “And
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POWERFULLY LIGHT
Mandar Dighe, vice-president of sales and marketing for The Knapheide Manufacturing Company, stands in the back of the company’s new aluminum service body as he prepares to speak at a
press conference at the 2018 Work Truck Show.

Not everyone affected
One company that won’t likely feel
much in the way of adverse effects from the
tariffs is BrandFX Bodies of Fort Worth,
Texas. That’s because it makes composite
bodies.
“It would probably help us if anything,”
marketing manager Ben Rookey said of the
tariffs. “But we’ll see.”
John Dennehy, a vice-president of
marketing and communications for Eberspächer North America, doubted the tariffs
will affect his company, even though its
climate-control products are made of aluminum alloys. The units, which are made in
Germany, receive tariff exemptions because
there are no American manufacturers making similar products, he said.

Shortages feared

At the Warner Truck Bodies and Accessories booth, company president Craig
Longstreth said there is a fear of an aluminum shortage should domestic manufacturers start scooping up the domestically
produced aluminum to avoid the tariff.
“If a lot of people start buying domestic
then our fear is in the fourth quarter there
might be a shortage of the aluminum product,” Longstreth said. “We’re really seeing a
big push in our business toward the aluminum. So we’re working heavily right now to
try to fulfill a full year’s buy of aluminum.”
Still, he remains optimistic that the
tariffs won’t put a damper on the booming
industry. Warner also has a large backlog
of orders — what he called “a good problem” — and has installed new equipment to
streamline production.
“I guess our main goal is to make sure if
where we see that we could have a potential
issue that we’re working towards resolving
that on a continuous buy basis and then
ramping up the year’s supply of product,”
he said.
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Still too early to tell

Dean Strathman, vice-president of sales
with Vanair Manufacturing Inc., said concerns had been raised about the tariffs but
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Reflections on the Work Truck Show
Annual event in Indianapolis buzzes with activity as it draws record numbers
KEITH NORBURY

he annual Work Truck Show drew a record crowd
to Indianapolis in March.
Judging from the comments from people in
service truck-related industries who attended and exhibited at the show, the 13,570 attendees included
many more end-users than at previous itera“So having
tions of the event.
everybody in one location
“The Work Truck Show was once
and being able to train them
again the venue for showcasing the best,
up and teach them about your
newest and most innovative commercial
product and about your process,
vehicles, equipment and solutions the
it helps us a ton. There’s really
industry has to offer, across all weight
nowhere you can go to get all
classes and applications,” Steve Carey,
those
people in one location.”
executive director of show organizers the
— Mac Blais,
National Truck Equipment Association,
the most part, they were looking for alumarketing manager,
said in a news release. “The educational sesminum
options, he said.
sions and networking events offered multiple
Dakota Bodies
It
was
the
busiest of the four Work
opportunities for members to learn from each
Truck Shows Blais has attended. Dakota Bodother, connect with industry peers and explore new
ies, which sells its products as far away as Norway
business opportunities. And now we turn our attention to
and
South
America, has been a fixture at the show for
making The Work Truck Show 2019 even better.”
about two decades.
“Our booth seems to get bigger every year, which is
Looking to update fleets
good,
taking up more floor space,” Blais said.
Mac Blais, marketing manager with Dakota Bodies,
He
agreed that the NTEA show draws a disproportold Service Truck Magazine that he noticed “a lot of people
tionate
number of distributors, “which is great” because
looking to update their fleets and update their trucks.” For
they promote the company’s products.

T

“So having everybody in one location and being able
to train them up and teach them about your product and
about your process, it helps us a ton,” Blais said. “There’s
really nowhere you can go to get all those people in one
location.”

New vehicles launched

The 2018 show, which took place March 6-9 at the
Indiana Convention Center, featured six vehicle major
vehicle launches and 175 new product introductions,
according to the NTEA.
Arguably the best attended was the unveil by Hino of
its new class 7 and 8 XL series trucks. About 2,000 people
or more spilled into the aisles around the Hino booth for
the news conference. Chevrolet’s reveal of its new 4500HD
and 5500HD also drew a sizeable crowd earlier in the
show.
Other show highlights included the inaugural Fleet
Technical Conference, where a recurring theme was the
imminent arrival of autonomous vehicles, and the Mobile
Learning Center presented by the Visionary Center for
Sustainable Communities.

Pleasant surprise

For Vanair Manufacturing Inc. — a maker of accessories such as compressors, welders and generators — the
2018 version was the best Work Truck Show in 10 years,
said the company’s vice-president of sales, Dean Strathman.
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“The show has been fantastic. It absolutely has. It’s been a pleasant surprise,” he
said.
One surprise was that the show produced a significant number of end-user
customers this year, Strathman said. He
and his staff actually examined the leads
they received at the show and estimated
that about 40 percent were end customers,
“which is significantly more than anything
we’ve seen in recent years,” he said.
A variety of factors have contributed to
that, he said, including a growing economy.
“It’s rebounded, everybody is busy — just
generally positive sentiment everywhere,”
Strathman said.
He echoed a common refrain at the
show that his company is blessed with a
large order book.
“We are on pace to have a record year,”
Strathman said. “Most of our product lines
we’ve been fortunate that we’ve maintained
pretty reasonable lead times — two- to
four-week type lead times. We do a couple
of product lines that you just never could
have anticipated the bookings coming in at
the rate that they that did that grew out to
closer to six to eight (weeks). I think we’ll
have our supply chain back filled and have
that back in order within the next four
weeks or so. So we’re excited about that.”
Demand for Vanair’s Air-N-Arc all-inone product series is among the surprises.
“We’ve seen significant amount of fleet
business but we’ve also seen increased activity through our distributor base as well,”
Strathman said.

Phenomenal volumes

Mandar Dighe, vice-president of sales
and marketing for The Knapheide Manufacturing Company, said the 2018 show
brought a “phenomenal” volume of people
to Knapheide’s booth.
“And most importantly I think with
today’s favorable business conditions, customers are looking for innovative work
truck solutions and we’re proud to be able
to provide them to them, including our new
aluminum service body line,” Dighe said.
That new body was Knapheide’s big
unveil at the show.
Dighe, who has been with the company
for five years, said he had never felt as
much energy at any of the previous Work
Truck Shows he has attended.
“It’s been a great show and hopefully,
the interest and the excitement translates
into business results for all of us going forward,” Dighe said.

Centrally located

Dick Wyss of Northland Equipment
Co. Inc. in Janesville, Wisc., drove about
five hours to attend the show.
“My impression of the show is very
good,” Wyss said. “It was nice that I was
able to get back down here again this year.
There’s a lot of people I know in the industry. I’m getting to see some of those.”
Wyss has been to around half a dozen
Work Truck Shows in the last 30 years,
including to cities other than Indianapolis,
where it’s taken place since 2011. He likes
Indy for being centrally located.
“It makes travelling easy and less expensive,” said Wyss, whose company derives
about 35 percent of business from selling
service bodies.

Dick Wyss of Northland Equipment Co. Inc. of
Janesville, Wisc., checks out the new service
body on the Palfinger stand.

Polly Traylor of Spitzlift Manufacturing shows off
a van crane at the company’s stand.

that includes GPS, dashboard cameras,
monitors, and remote diagnostics.
“I thought it was pretty exciting to see
all the new technologies out on the floor
and see all the latest truck designs and
really have a chance to speak to people who
have their work fleets out there,” said Bate,
who even had her face scanned and converted into a digital mask by the Visionary
Center’s Cavanaugh Mims.
Bate was also a panelist for the one of
the dozens of educational sessions at the
Work Truck Show. That particular panel
examined how to select the right GPS
solution for a fleet.
“We had some fantastic questions,” she
said. “We talked about how do you evaluate and value innovation in a vendor, what
are some of the different pieces of data
that you want to collect besides just GPS
and location, and how do we protect data
security.”

Better turnout
Kirste Webb, executive director of the Visionary
Center for Sustainable Communities, demonstrates the DENSO robot at the Mobile Learning
Centre which rolled into the Work Truck Show for
the first time in 2018.

Cavanaugh Mims of the Visionary Center for Sustainable Communities, based in Knoxville, Tenn.,
scans the face of Chris Bate of San Franciscobased Samsara at the Mobile Learning Centre.

Looking for dealers

Extremely busy

At the Taylor Pump & Lift stand, Jeff
Taylor Sr. said, “We’ve always had a good
time at the NTEA. The NTEA’s always
been a great show for us.”
For his company, the show attracts more
dealers than end-users, which suits him
fine.
“We are looking for dealers to sell our
product,” he said.
The company, which manufactures custom lube trucks and lube skids, is building
out in the northeastern U.S. and out west,
growth he attributes to the work of his son
and successor, Jeff Jr.
“Junior’s taken this thing and ran with
it pretty well,” Taylor Sr. said. “I’ve been in
business for 31 years and it’s time for me to
sort of ease up a little bit and let junior take
the reins.”

Polly Traylor, marketing coordinator
with Spitzlift Manufacturing said the show
was “extremely busy.” On the Tuesday, the
booth was so inundated with visitors that
the Spitzlift staff had to skip lunch until
4:30 p.m.
“We always enjoy visiting with our
distributors and hopefully meeting some
potential new distributors,” said Traylor,
whose Poway, Calif. company has been
exhibiting at the show for about a decade.
“We also love seeing all the new products
and seeing all our industry friends. And we
also use it as an educational opportunity
keep updated on industry news.”

It’s always fun

Myron Reynolds of Newby Integration
was less than half an hour into his Work
Truck Show experience when he discovered
the event was already meeting his high
expectations set during the 2017 version.
“It’s been my habit to ask the vendors
how the show is going for them and they
have without exceptions said it’s a good
show,” Reynolds said. “So they’re currently
experiencing a lot of customer trade.”
He noted that company president
Duane Newby engaged with the exhibitors
on a higher level than he did.
“It’s always fun to go back here year
after year after year and see the vendors
and how they’re doing and see things that
they’ve got that they wish to accomplish,
new ideas and new patents that they want
to play with,” Reynolds said.
“And when somebody asks us what’s a
work truck? It’s any truck that’s got something that’s going to help than man bring
home his paycheck,” Newby added. “If it
makes it easier on the operator or the user,
it’s a great thing.”

Absolutely amazing

Exhibiting at the show for the first time
was the Visionary Center for Sustainable
Communities, which brought its Mobile
Learning Centre to the Ride and Drive
parking lot.
“The show has been absolutely amazing.
The demand has definitely proven itself
here,” said Kirste Webb, the center’s executive director. “The response from the manufacturing community has been amazing.”
Among those who checked out the
offerings at the Mobile Learning Center
was Chris Bate, of San Francisco-based
Samsara, an Internet of Things sensor
company that also has a telematics platform

“It seems like a much
better turnout than last
year. Everybody seems to
be enjoying it. We’ve got
some new products that
we’re excited to introduce.”
— Ben Rookey,
marketing manager,
BrandFX Bodies

Ben Rookey, marketing manager for
BrandFX Bodies, said traffic was steady at
the Fort Worth, Texas-based manufacturer’s
booth.
“It seems like a much better turnout
than last year,” said Rookey, who was
attending his second Work Truck Show
since joining the company. “Everybody
seems to be enjoying it. We’ve got some
new products that we’re excited to introduce.”
Those products include its composite
Ultimate FX body and 84TXT mechanics
truck that BrandFX unveiled at the International Construction & Utility Equipment
Exposition in Louisville, Ky., last fall.
“It’s been very well received,” Rookey
said of the 84TXT. “People love seeing the
crane and trying to beat the misconception
that fiberglass composite is not suitable for
crane applications. It’s about as tough as
you can get. Our bodies can twist and flex
and go back to their original form, unlike
metal bodies.”

Trickling down

At the Eberspächer North America
booth, John Dennehy said, “We had a
superb day yesterday with a great crowd.
The vice-president of marketing and
communications for Eberspächer’s climate
control systems special markets, Dennehy
added that “I don’t think the show has
grown in size but the traffic has certainly
been great.
This was Eberspächer’s 11th year of
exhibiting at the show and it’s still near the
continued on page 17
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SPEC MY TRUCK

Bigger And Better
The evolution of one man’s “dream truck”
ervice Truck Magazine featured Randy
Bostic’s mammoth service truck in our
May-June 2015 issue. That “dream truck”
ended up being the prototype for his latest service
truck, based on a 2017 Peterbilt 389 “glider kit.”
“A glider kit is a basic truck chassis and body,
(purchased) without the engine, transmission and
drivetrain,” says Bostic, owner and lead mechanic
at Iron Horse Maintenance in St. Clairsville,
Ohio. “That way I could install a pre-emissioncontrol engine. For as much as I run the engine
for the crane and PTO, it just doesn’t pay to have
an engine with all the emission-control stuff on
it.”
Bostic’s motto is “Go big or go home,” and
his customized powertrain reflects that theme.
He had Antrim Diesel in Greencastle, Pa.,
tweak a C15 Caterpillar, whose serial number
starts with the legendary “6NZ” prefix, to turn
an easy 800 horsepower. That powerhouse was
bolted to a 13-speed Fuller-Eaton 2,250 footpound transmission with internals upgraded to
2,350 foot-pound specs. The transmission drives
through custom-built drive shafts to a 46,000pound twin-screw rear end riding on Peterbilt’s
Air Trac suspension.
The cab is as tricked-out as the chassis.
Painted Bahama blue pearl metallic, the exterior
has twin, chromed Donnellson 15-inch air
cleaners, seven-inch chromed straight exhausts,
tinted windows, custom stainless steel grille and
grille surround, and a front chrome bumper
(custom-built by 12-Gauge Customs in Guelph,
Ont.) that uses air cylinders to move it four
inches forward then eight inches upward.
“It helps to be able to raise that bumper for
extra clearance,” Bostic says. “I’ve never had it
stuck. It’s pretty amazing what I can get through
with the twin-screw rear axles. She’s definitely not
a highway queen.”
A customized IMT Dominator IV service
body stretches the truck’s total length to 38.5 feet.
QT Equipment in Akron, Ohio worked with
IMT to give Bostic a customized Dominator IV
body.
“I prefer my lights and accessories to be
mounted in the bumper rather than on top, and I
wanted two vise mounts on the back bumper, so
the bumper itself is a little different,” Bostic says.
“I went with a 14,000-pound IMT crane that
will reach out to 32 feet. I’ve lifted, swung and
put on a lowboy trailer a 40-yard coal blade off a
D8N Cat that weighed 11,800 pounds, and never
re-positioned the truck. That crane is a beast.”
Bostic gets double-duty, and increased safety,
from his crane with a “man basket” from IMT.
“It mounts on the (crane’s) horsehead,” he
says. “It gives you a man-lift with nearly 40-feet
of reach. When you’re doing knuckle lines on a

S

big Liebherr material handler, it’s a lot safer to
be working from a man-lift rather than climbing
around on the equipment with the possibility of
getting hurt.”
The man basket is stored in the bed of the
service body, along with a gang box for chains and
binders, with a full lube pack at the front of the
bed. The bed is sheltered by a Truckhugger power
tarp activated by a remote control on Bostic’s key
fob.

Bostic’s motto is “Go big or go home.”

Randy Bostic’s “dream truck
is based on a 2017 Peterbilt

“It helps to be able to raise that
bumper for extra clearance. I’ve
never had it stuck. It’s pretty
amazing what I can get through with
the twin-screw rear axles. She’s
definitely not a highway queen.”
— Randy Bostic, St. Clairsville, Ohio
The lube pack in the truck’s bed is tied to a
full set of Reelcraft hose reels mounted in one of
two custom-built storage boxes that sit atop the
normal IMT side compartments. The custom
boxes share space on top of the IMT body with a
Miller Trailblazer 302 Air Pak welder/generator/
rotary screw air compressor/12- and 24-volt
charger/jump starter.
“The jump starter on that Air Pak will start a
D9 with dead batteries, no problem,” says Bostic.
“It doesn’t fool around.”
Beneath the custom-built storage boxes,
American Eagle drawers maximize usable space
in the IMT cabinets.
“I chose American Eagle drawers because
when they open, there’s only one-eighth-inch
clearance between the sides of the drawers and
the edges of the door frames,” Bostic says. “Other
drawers had a three- or four-inch gap.”
Space limits the room we have to detail
the RAD-brand air-powered torque guns,
1-1/2-inch-drive pneumatic impact guns, a dryice maker for shrinking metal, an exothermic
cutting torch, and other special tools Bostic uses
when working on tug boats and loading facilities
on the Ohio River, or in neighboring pit mines.
One accessory on his truck he neglected to
mention was a K3LA Airchime locomotive air
horn, rated at 156 decibels and advertised as
audible for five miles on a calm day. But we heard
about it from folks in his neighborhood. His air
horn, like his truck and everything on it,
is impressive.

Dan Anderson is a part-time freelance writer and full-time heavy equipment mechanic with more
than 20 years of experience working out of service trucks. He is based in Bouton, Iowa.

“Blue Collar” is the official name of
Randy Bostic’s new truck.

Custom-built front chrome bumper uses
air cylinders to move it forward and
upward.

Bostic prefers his lights mounted low.
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Tell us about
your truck

Wrenches mounted vertically on each side of "Blue Collar”
serve as hand grips.

We’re always looking for service/mechanic truck owners, operators and mechanics to tell
us about their vehicles and how they use them.
If you’d like your truck featured in a future Spec My Truck column, send an email to
editor@servicetruckmagazine.com, with the subject line, “Spec My Truck.” Just tell us a
little bit about the truck. And include a phone number and the best time to reach you.

IMT Dominator IV service body stretches
the truck’s total length to 38.5 feet.
Yellow attachment identifies
pneumatic torque wrench.

A vise is mounted on each side
of the rear work surface.

k”
t glider kit.

IMT CAS80R compressor sits just behind
the cab.

IMT crane swings dozer blade off a D8N
Cat.

Miller Trailblazer 302 Air Pak
provides four tools in one.

Cab interior is fully tricked out.

C15 Caterpillar diesel turns an easy 800
horsepower.

Reelcraft hose reels are mounted in one of two custom-built storage boxes.

American Eagle drawers maximize
usable space in the IMT cabinets.
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SHOW WRAP

Reflections continued from page 13
bottom of list for booking a booth, Dennehy. He arrived at
the show from the American Trucking Association’s annual
Technology & Maintenance Council exhibition in Atlanta.
The TMC show also had strong attendance, a sign of overall strength in the economy, he said.
“We can see that trickling down into our business
because our business has been growing and very strong
also,” Dennehy said.
The company was there to promote its existing lines
of vehicle heaters and climate control systems, such as its
Hydronic S3 engine coolant heater.

chases and making orders,” Merriman said. “It’s been a big
difference this year. And even on Friday, which usually is
not very good here, we’ve actually had a couple of leads
here today.”
He wasn’t sure why that’s the case, but suspects the
buoyant economy has something to do with it.
“Because usually everybody is trying to make cuts,” he
said. “So it looking like there’s interest to actually make
purchases, which hopefully means they have money and the
economy is a little better.”

In-depth conversations

A lot of action

At the Iowa Mold Tooling Co. Inc. stand, market rep
Justin Anderson said, “We had a lot of action in the booth,
a lot of visitors, and had a great show.”
An attraction at the booth was the Dominator CS body
and 3203i telescopic electric crane. The body, rolled out at
ConExpo-Con/Agg last year in Las Vegas, features a new
rear access package that maintains three points of access, “a
big thing,” Anderson said.
The 3203i meanwhile boasts LED lights on the boom
tip, something IMT is now offering on its smaller cranes.
Attending his fourth show, Anderson noted that attendance was up this year, something he attributed to 2018
being a non-ConExpo year.

(From left) Thomas White, John Dennehy, Brett Kaechele, and Tom
Stencil work the Eberspächer North America stand.

Highly rated

On a scale of one to 10, Al Creekmore rated the 2018
Work Truck Show between 7.5 and 8.
“We were just counting our contacts. I think we had
a few less contacts this year but the contacts were better
quality,” said Creekmore, a marketing rep with RKI Inc., a
service body maker headquartered in Houston, Texas.
He has attended the Work Truck Show several times
over the years. “I’m going to say it’s as good as most of
them,” he said, adding that it’s the only show that RKI
takes part in.
“We drove in this year,” Creekmore said. “We’ll fly
home. We stage these trucks and move them across the
country and show them to end users and distributors.”

Traffic way up

The show was much closer to home for Warner
Truck Bodies and Accessories, which has its operations in
Noblesville, Ind., about 25 miles north of Indianapolis.
“Definitely traffic’s way up from previous years — part
of making America great again,” quipped Mike Baker, a
general sales rep with Warner.
Baker joined Warner in 2016 but has attended Work
Truck Shows for more than 20 years.
“The show’s always been really good in Indianapolis,”
said Baker, who lives within five minutes of the convention center. “It’s been in St. Louis and other locations — it
didn’t quite work. So Indy seems to be the perfect spot for
it.”
His boss, Warner president Craig Longstreth, also had
a positive assessment of the show.
“We had a lot of good foot traffic, had a lot of existing
current customers,” Longstreth said. “So it was good from
a social aspect in seeing current customers and distributors.
We had a lot of interest from the new customers as well.
I think the NTEA does a pretty good job and it’s been a
successful show for us.”

Alex Cadena (left), Justin Anderson, and Tom Wallace staff the
Iowa Mold Tooling Co. Inc. stand.

ization solutions. “Whatever they might need to have a
complete turnkey solution for their fleets needs,” Merriman
said.
That would include onboard generators, inverters,
graphics packages, lighting, compressors, welders, and hose
reels. “You can even put a crane on these because you just
have to an extra support plate that you bolt on to make
sure it’s sturdy enough to operate while it’s in the field,”
Merriman said.
Like others, he said the traffic volume at the 2018 show
was higher than in the past and has produced more quality
leads.
“They’re expressing interest in actually making pur-

As the show wound down just before noon on the final
day, at the stand of Venco Venturo Industries, president
Brett Collins said, “It’s been a great show for us.” It afforded him opportunities to connect with upfitters and distributor partners and talk about research and development and
new products, such as the Venturo Logic Control, a pistolgrip wireless programmable logic controller for cranes.
“We’ve got 29 different projects that I’m working on in
the company and about half of those are R&D this year,”
Collins said. “We’re taking advantage of these great booming times in our industry to really make some long-term
improvements in our product line and in our company.”
One thing missing from the stand, though, was trucks.
Instead, it was set up as a lounge complete with comfy
couches.
“This year, we did the No Truck Truck Show booth,”
Collins said, pointing out that the show’s main purpose is
to connect with upfitters and distributors.
“So we took the approach this year that we wanted to
invite people in the booth, spend some time with us, sit
down, have a snack, have some coffee, have some water, just
take a load off, charge your phone,” Collins said. “And it
gives us a chance to talk to our partners in depth.”
He was encouraged enough by the experiment that next
year he’ll likely have a hybrid booth. “We’re going to definitely have a lounge area and we’re going to have some new
equipment on display as well.”
The 2019 Work Truck Show returns to the Indiana
Convention Center March 5-8. For more details, visit
www.worktruckshow.com.
See page 24 for more Work Truck Show images

REACH FOR THE PEAK
CRANES
SUMMIT CRANES ARE RATED TO LIFT
3,000 LBS - 14,000 LBS PROVIDING
BOTH VERSATILITY AND STABILITY.

Interest in buying

Venchurs Vehicle Systems, a fleet upfitter, has been
exhibiting at the Work Truck Show since 2011, said Mark
Merriman, sales and marketing coordinator. But at the
2018 show, it displayed an aluminum service body from
Toronto-based G.W. Anglin Manufacturing on the stand
for the first time.
“We just started this relationship, and it’s been a great
relationship,” Merriman said. “They’ve been quoting stuff
for us for over a year now but as far as them making the
plunge into the States, it’s been a great partnership. We’ve
got great results from the show, lots of interest, and we’re
looking forward to the upcoming months because we think
we’re going to get some big sales.”
In addition to upfitting, Venchurs provides full custom-

CRANE MODELS - 4416 . 6620 . 6629 . 10620 . 10629 . 12629 . 14629
CALL 888-780-9076 TO REACH YOUR FACTORY DIRECT SALES REPRESENTATIVE
990 Vernon Rd. Wathena, KS 66090 . www.summitbodies.com
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Biodiesel adoption continued from cover
increase the biodiesel usage in commercial
vehicles in the coming years.
Biodiesel is a clean, renewable and
domestically produced fuel consisting of
mono-alkyl esters of long chain fatty acids
derived from vegetable oils or animal fats.
Biodiesel is blended with petroleum-based
diesel and designated with BXX, where the
XX represents the volume percent of biodiesel included. (For example, a blend with
20 percent biodiesel would be designated
B20.)
“Biodiesel uses a simple low-pressure,
low-temperature reaction with methanol
in a process called transesterification that
changes the oil/fat as little as possible in
order to make a diesel fuel that works well
in an existing diesel engine,” said Steve
Howell, senior technical advisor with the

“Biodiesel uses a simple low-pressure, low-temperature reaction with methanol in a process called
transesterification that changes the oil/fat as little
as possible in order to make a diesel fuel that works
well in an existing diesel engine.”
— Steve Howell, senior technical advisor,
National Biodiesel Board

NBB. “Biodiesel does not remove the oxygen from natural oils/fats, and the oxygen
in biodiesel provides superior lubricity, biodegradability, and provides lower emissions
of particulates, unburned hydrocarbons and
carbon monoxide than are possible with
hydrocarbons alone.”

B20 needs no retrofitting

For a fleet operator, the greatest benefit
of biodiesel might be the ability to use B20
and lower blends in diesel engines without
modification — B20 is supported by most
original equipment manufacturers. This
option negates the need to retrofit an entire
fleet or purchase new fuel vehicles in order
to switch to biodiesel. B20 blends are also
cost competitive and can be easily adopted
into existing fueling infrastructure.

“Despite modest gains by alternative powertrains,
commercial movement of goods will continue to
primarily rely upon internal combustion engines,
the turnover in this sector is much slower than in
the light duty market and the requirements to move
heavy loads over long distances largely dictate what
fuels and powertrains are being leveraged. And in
the vast majority of cases in the commercial sector,
the powertrains of choice are the powerful, durable,
high-fuel-economy diesel or hybrid diesel engines.”

Jennifer Weaver, OEM
market development
manager, National
Biodiesel Board

QUALITY MATTERS
EVERY TIME.

“Biodiesel also offers the easiest way to
green your fleet operations,” said Jennifer
Weaver, the NBB’s OEM market development manager, in advance of a panel presentation on biodiesel and renewable diesel
scheduled for the 2018 Work Truck Show
in Indianapolis this March. “Since biodiesel
is made from renewable oils/fats that are
a minor by-product of producing protein,
biodiesel provides an 80 percent life cycle
carbon reduction compared to petrodiesel,
with B20 providing a 16 percent carbon
reduction. Sunlight and carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere help grow the oils/
fats for biodiesel — essentially a form of
‘liquid solar energy.’”
Weaver further noted that as a diesel
fuel, biodiesel meeting ASTM D6751
specifications has superior cetane and
lubricity, is biodegradable and non-toxic,
and provides lower emissions of air toxics,
particulates, unburned hydrocarbons, and
carbon monoxide from engines without
new after-treatment technology. (ASTM
International is a standards organization
originally called the American Society for
Testing Materials.)
Biodiesel also works well in new technology diesel engines because particulates
created by biodiesel burn off faster and at a
lower temperature in a particulate trap than
those of petrodiesel.
With those benefits, it’s easy to see
why groups like the NBB and others are
interested in promoting the use of biodiesel.
However, that doesn’t mean that adopting
biodiesel is a completely painless process, as
Howell noted.

Cold challenges

“With the changes to improve the
ASTM specifications over the last 10
years and increased attention to fuel quality through the biodiesel industry’s robust
BQ-9000 fuel quality program, the main
challenge for users with biodiesel today is
cold flow properties,” Howell said. “Since
the biodiesel production process does not
change the structure of the oil/fat carbon
chain, pure biodiesel has a higher cloud
point than most petrodiesel. Cold flow
has largely been addressed through using
B20 or lower blends during colder months,
as well as the traditional techniques and
housekeeping protocols used to manage cold flow of #2 diesel fuel — such as
blending with #1, use of additives, or use of
heated fuel systems.”

REELS BUILT TO LAST

ON YOUR SERVICE TRUCK!
THE WIDEST ARRAY OF HEAVY DUTY

HOSE, CORD, & CABLE REELS

The goal of the NBB is to achieve 4
billion gallons of fuel sales, largely in B20
and lower blends, by 2022 — the equivalent of roughly 10 percent of the on-road
diesel fuel utilized in America today. Since
all fossil fuels increase the CO2 in the
atmosphere there is a growing interest in
lower carbon alternatives including wind
and solar for electric and hybrid vehicles
and in renewable fuels such as biodiesel and
renewable hydrocarbon diesel in conventional engines.
“Despite modest gains by alternative
powertrains, commercial movement of
goods will continue to primarily rely upon
internal combustion engines,” Weaver
said. “The turnover in this sector is much
slower than in the light duty market and
the requirements to move heavy loads over
long distances largely dictate what fuels and
powertrains are being leveraged. And in the
vast majority of cases in the commercial
sector, the powertrains of choice are the
powerful, durable, high-fuel-economy diesel
or hybrid diesel engines.”

Diesel remains popular

The adoption of alternative powertrains
will have an impact, but there will likely
continue to be a need for products and
devices that work with conventional diesel
powertrains. Research commissioned by the
Fuels Institute in 2016 indicates that by
2025 the vast majority of registered commercial vehicles — 61.86 percent — will
still have diesel powertrains that can be
powered by renewable biodiesel blends.
The fuels and powertrain technologies
that are used in the future will be determined by a variety of factors. State and
federal regulations on carbon reductions, what incentives may be put in
place to drive those changes, what
customers and the general public
need from their vehicles, and what they are
willing to buy will all affect the speed of
the transition to alternative fuels and powertrains.
“The future of the fuels market is heavily influenced by the vehicle market and
vice-versa — the two are inseparable,”
Weaver says. “As automakers seek to comply with increasingly stringent requirements
for vehicle performance and efficiency, the
impact on power train diversity and fuel
preference could be significant.”
Matt Jones is a freelance writer based in Fredericton, N.B.

REEL SOLUTIONS FOR:
FLUID TRANSFER, AIR/WATER,
OIL /GREASE, DEF, FUEL,
GROUNDING, LPG, AND MORE!
VIEW OUR COMPLETE LINE OF REELS ONLINE

FOLLOW US:

W WW.CO XREELS .CO M
WWW.COXREELS.COM

To advertise in Service Truck contact: Nick Moss, Marketing Manager
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Options – wide open.
We are pleased to announce Warner and Auto Crane as two additional brands to our line-up
which will provide endless body options for you to choose from. Check out Zips.com
®

It’s my goal to get you the best piece
of equipment that fits your needs
while also delivering world class
service and support. Kevin

ServiceTruckMagazine_FullPage_March2018_10-35x13-25.indd 1

Kevin McCormick
Zip’s Service Body Specialist
Cell: 612.269.0871
Work: 800.222.6047
Email: kevin@zips.com
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Shifting winds
in Washington
continued from page 7
different types of
jobs and a balancing act that’s not
going to get easier.”
Those gaps will
continue to be a
factor in the debate
over immigration.
Lustgarten said the Recent federal tax cuts have
shortage of workers buoyed the optimism of consultant
Eli Lustgarten.
across industries
— including those iStockphotos.com/AlexLMX
linked to service
trucks — underscores the need for looking to outside
countries for more workers.
“We can step up and help growth rates for a
while (with increased productivity), but as a part of
the equation we need to have an increased source of
workers,” he said. “That’s always been historically
filled by the immigration program.”
Despite those challenges, Lustgarten said he’s
sending the message that 2018 could be a “goldilocks”
kind of year —one with just the right blend of growth
and change to keep industry running smoothly.
“Things are beginning to gel, and we just hope it
can continue,” he said. “The issue will become: what’s
next?”
Erin Golden is a writer based in Minnesota.

AEM trade show honored
A pair of trade shows focused on heavy equipment
have received kudos from Trade Show Executive
magazine.
The latest versions of ConExpo-Con/Agg in Las
Vegas and the International Construction & Utility
Equipment Exposition in Louisville, both held in
2017, will receive the awards in mid June at Trade
Show Executive’s Fastest 50 Awards & Summit in
Chicago.
Both ICUEE and ConExpo are organized by the
Association of Equipment Manufacturers.
The triennial ConExpo, which took place in
March, won “Fastest 50” honors for exhibit size and
number of exhibitors. The biennial ICUEE, a.k.a.
the Demo Expo, received “Next 50 honors,” said a
news release from AEM.
Both shows posted near record attendance in
2017 — which marked the first time they took place
in the same year since 2011.
The Fastest 50 shows “led the pack” while the
Next 50 “grew impressively … but at a slightly
steadier pace,” the release said.
“These awards recognize our commitment to
creating real value for exhibitors and attendees — we
are continually striving to help participants achieve
and exceed their show goals,” the release quoted
Dana Wuesthoff, AEM vice-president for exhibitions and events services and show director for the
next ConExpo taking place March 10-14, 2020.
The next ICUEE happens Oct. 1-3, 2019. The
2017 ICUEE drew nearly 18,000 registered attendees while the 2017 ConExpo had nearly 128,000
registered attendees.

ConExpo-Con/Agg attracted about 128,000 attendees to Las Vegas in
March 2017.

The International Construction & Utility Equipment Exposition brought
nearly 18,000 attendees to Louisville, Ky., in October 2017.

What I Need In a Drawer System

• Easily removable drawers
• easy installation
• take drawers with, make less trips
• Customizable sizes
• Steel and Aluminum versions (aluminum up to 50% lighter)
• Light-Duty and Heavy-Duty
• Eggcrate Dividers to stay organized
• Drawer liners
• One-handed operation
• Individual locking drawers
• All slides& hardware have a lifetime warranty
• 250 lb and 500 lb capacities
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Get A Quote...

americaneagleacc.com
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INSTALL THE POWER SOLUTION
PROVEN UNDER FIRE.
Next time you’re bidding a truck contract that requires self-contained remote mobile power, choose the solution
selected by the Department of Defense as the most dependable mobile multipower unit available. HIPPO Multipower
reliability is battle-proven by the US military worldwide and delivers hydraulic, air, electric or welding power all in one
unit. It’s everything municipal and other field service workers need to answer the call of duty. Day in and day out.
Engineered to fit most truck chassis configurations, HIPPO Multipower mobile power units can be
PTO driven or can run off an integrated diesel engine. Need a custom configuration? No problem.
Send us the specs and we’ll design the mobile power solution you need.

HYDRAULIC

AIR

ELECTRIC

WELDING

Request a quote at HippoMultipower.com or call 800.844.0624.
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How service truck
mechanics can avoid
injuries on the job
Chiropractor Dr. James Clapper offers
advice on the importance of stretching
M AT T J O N E S

ith a mind to safety, service truck operators often
receive extensive training in order to utilize their
equipment in a secure fashion that doesn’t put anyone or anything on a job site at risk needlessly.
However, potential dangers lurk in mundane aspects of
service truck operations. Without proper care and technique, debilitating injury can be caused by the most innocuous of actions. Los Angeles area chiropractor Dr. James

W

“Sitting for long duration causes muscle tightness in the hamstrings and hip flexors,
particularly. These muscles directly affect the knee joints, hips and low back — all common areas for drivers to experience pain and discomfort. Chest muscles get tight from the
arms-forward position, pulling the shoulder joints into an at-risk position and putting tension in the upper back and neck. Gripping the steering wheel causes the flexion muscles of
the hands and forearms to be tight as well.”
— Dr. James Clapper, chiropractor
Clapper, a specialist in occupational injury prevention and
ergonomics, says it is extremely important that those in the
utility industries take proper care to protect themselves.
“In my experience, most muscle, joint and disc injuries are caused by the accumulation of many little things
that eventually add up until something wears down and
‘breaks,’” Clapper told Service Truck Magazine. “Little by
little, little things add up into big things. This is common
knowledge when bending a coat hanger back and forth or
when a slow, persistent leak doesn’t become apparent until
significant damage is already done.”
Clapper, who presented on this topic at the 2017 International Construction and Utility Equipment Exposition

Dr. James Clapper demonstrates a
stretching exercise for preventing
injuries while trucking.
Photos courtesy of Dr. James Clapper

in Louisville, said most people sabotage their own bodies in
a variety of “little” ways throughout the day that compound
over years. Many don’t even realize how much pressure they
are potentially putting on their bodies. Backs, shoulders
and other body parts eventually give out after years of accumulated stress yet they don’t have any idea what happened.
Even something as simple as sitting in your truck for long
periods can have devastating impacts, Clapper says.

Hazards of sitting

“Sitting for long duration causes muscle tightness in
the hamstrings and hip flexors, particularly,” said Clapper, director of ergonomics and biomechanics Training for
Future Industrial Technologies. “These muscles directly
affect the knee joints, hips and low back — all common
areas for drivers to experience pain and discomfort. Chest
muscles get tight from the arms-forward position, pulling the shoulder joints into an at-risk position and putting
tension in the upper back and neck. Gripping the steering
wheel causes the flexion muscles of the hands and forearms
to be tight as well.”
The solution, Clapper says, is strategic, therapeutic
stretches which help to maintain the neutral length of the
muscles. The stretches should be done daily, or even several
times a day. Tight muscles and tendons are prone to straining and inflammation while joints that are under tension
suffer from decreased motion and are prone to arthritis and
other degenerative changes over time.
“As we get older, our muscles and joints don’t work like
they used to, so stretching is important and necessary,”
Clapper said. “Some people roll right out of bed and expect
their body to do all kinds of things and it’s not ready! They
put themselves at risk. Preparation is needed to reduce the
chances of injury in the immediate and in the long run.
The stretches we teach, for example, in our training are
easy to do, safe and effective. Some common stretches that
we all learned back in gym class are more harmful than
they are good. The head roll is a good example — rolling your head backwards is not good for the joints in your
neck.”

Challenge of changing habits

One of the biggest challenges is changing habits
— many workers have been performing their duties in
unhealthy fashions for years and will find it hard to change,
continued on page 23
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citing the cliché about dogs and
old tricks. At a fundamental level,
however, Clapper says, these people
don’t want to get hurt and they
have families who don’t want them
to get hurt.
“I saw it’s not worth being
stubborn about holding on to old
habits that are just going to get you
hurt,” Clapper said. “It’s pretty easy
to modify the things you do to be
safer once you know how. In our
training, we demonstrate this and
they feel the difference first hand.
Self-preservation is a motivating
factor.”
If self-preservation isn’t enough,
perhaps employers should encourage workers to avoid actively or
knowingly contributing to the
development of a preventable
injury, which could lead to them
becoming a burden on their coworkers or their families. While
these injuries cause lost production
man-hours on a job site, it’s about
more than that. It’s about the quality of life enjoyed.
“It is not OK to work hard your
whole life and then end up broken
for retirement,” Clapper said. “By
then you’ve earned the right to
enjoy it and by managing it well,
your body can last long enough to
allow you to do just that.”

Stretching advice

In these two photos, Dr. Clapper demonstrates a pair of
hand and finger stretches that can help avoid injuries that
come from long periods spent using a steering wheel and
other equipment.

Matt Jones is a freelance writer based in Fredericton, N.B.

BE THE
CLEANEST
MAN ON THE
JOBSITE.
Pump-free mobile lube equipment by Sage Oil Vac.

Visit SageOilVac.com

There are many good resources for further information on stretching and the importance of ergonomics.
A fact sheet titled Driving and Ergonomics, from the Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety, notes the following frequent causes of aches and pains
associated with time spent in a driver’s seat:
• Poor posture, due to habit or a poorly adjusted seat.
• Low frequency whole-body vibration.
• The shape of the seat itself can put pressure on parts of the legs, back and buttocks
— which can cause discomfort at pressure points and can affect blood flow to the
legs and feet.
Your vehicle’s cab is adjustable so that drivers of various heights and shapes can
reach the pedals, controls and steering wheel without having to stretch while maintaining good visibility out of the front and side windows and the mirror. Take time to
fully adjust your seat and your steering wheel to ensure ideal comfort.
Another fact sheet, titled Stretching – At the Workstation, is intended to help minimize strain caused by long periods of sitting in an office setting. But it can also be
used to minimize strain from long periods spent sitting in your vehicle’s cab. Stretches
such as these, and those demonstrated by Dr. James Clapper, a Los Angeles area chiropractor and specialist in occupational injury prevention, should be held for a reasonable period of time, no more than 20 seconds. It is important that you should feel a
stretch but not pain from these exercises.
Stretches recommended by the Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and
Safety include the following:
• Shoulder Shrug — lift the top of your shoulders towards your ears until you feel
slight tension in your neck and shoulders.
• Neck Relaxer — slowly drop your head to its side, trying to touch your ear to your
shoulder. Repeat on other side.
• Back/Side Stretch — Lace your fingers, extend your arms above your head, and then
slowly lean over to either side. Repeat on other side.
Related fact sheets from the centre are Exercises for a Healthy Back and Exercises for
a Healthy Back — Advanced. These and other fact sheets can be found at www.ccohs.
ca/ by entering the title of the fact sheet into the search bar.
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Scenes from the Show
Plenty of action and unveils at 2018 Work Truck Show
The annual Work Truck Show in Indianapolis this March once again offered exhibitors
and visitors plenty of sights for the senses.
Service Truck Magazine was there to capture some of the action. The following photos
reveal just a few of the interactions among the show’s record number of participants.

Scott Witham looks after the Coxreels stand.

From left, George Survant, Paul Rivera, Claude
Masters, Richard Battersby, and Ed Peper pose
for a group shot during a break in the Fleet Technical Conference.

Amanda Deutsch watches over the Reelcraft Industries booth.

Bethany Walker, in her role as one of the Rosie
Tiger Lee of Spirit Miller Northeast polishes a serServiceTruck_VMAC_MayJune.pdf
1 4/13/2018
10:34:37 AM
the Riveters,
prepares to greet visitors
to the 2018
vice truck at the Maintainer of Iowa stand.
Work Truck Show.

Allen Hinkle of Cummins Inc. checks out a Kenworth chassis carrying a Summit service body at the
Kenworth stand at the 2018 Work Truck Show. The truck’s color scheme was created by Yellow Frog
Graphics.
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Cyndi Gave, president of the Metiss Group, delivers
a presentation titled, “I Hired Workers but Human
Beings Showed up — Now What?” at the 2018 Work
Truck Show.
John Ruppert, general manager of commercial
vehicle sales and marketing for Ford Commercial
Vehicles, addresses a news conference.

Crowd gathers for press conference at the Chevrolet stand to unveil new Silverado chassis.

Austin Pugh, of Truckwell of Anchorage, Alaska,
takes in the VMAC press conference.

Erik Nelson of Stellar Industries Inc. explains the
control system of Stellar’s new crane to Blake
Castetter of Advertising Vehicles of Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Grant Morgan tends the Wilcox Bodies Ltd. booth.
Miller Electrical Mfg. Co. reps Travis Purgett (left),
Roger Wareham, and Joe Martinez look ready for
Ross Williamson (left) and Jim Guest tend the
some Miller time as the 2018 Work Truck Show
Pride Bodies booth.
winds down.

Rely on Reelcraft

Nick Cashier of the Reading Truck Group, a division of J.B. Poindexter & Co. Inc., speaks at a
press conference at the Poindexter stand.

Jeremy Harrower (left) and Don Moore of the
Canadian Transportation Equipment Association,
or CTEA, take in the Work Truck Show.

Heavy duty
hose reels

Brent Fannin (right) of Reading Truck Body LLC
goes over the features of a Reading body on display at the Poindexter stand with Tim Lerose of
Midstate Chevrolet in Sutton, W.Va.

Series 7000

Photo courtesy of
Sage Oil Vac
Amarillo, TX

Heavy duty
100’ hose reels
Compact, mobile base
Series HD70000

Dual pedestal
hose reels



Jeff Sass, senior vice-president of sales and marketing with International Truck, uses a virtual
reality headset to get an inside view of a truck.



Compact, heavy duty
Series DP5000 / DP7000



Jeff King holds courts at the Parker/Chelsea
press conference.

Heavy duty hand
crank hose reels
Long hose lengths
Series 30000

Kelly Gore of Boss Industries shows off the company’s new Bullet30 rotary screw air compressor.

Spencer Nicol of Hino Trucks checks out the cab
of a Hino 33 chassis equipped with a Knapheide
service body on display at the Hino booth.

NEW!

www.reelcraft.com

Durable hose and
cord reels for:
 Air/Water/Lubrication
 Power and light
 Nitrogen dispensing
 Exhaust recovery
 Fuel dispensing
 Welding and more!

Made
in USA

800-444-3134
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CALENDAR
MAY 2018
May 6-9, 2018
American Public Works Association
North American Snow Conference

May 7-9, 2018
Web Sling & Tie Down Association
Annual Meeting

Naples Grand Beach Resort, Naples, Fla.

“These meetings provide information and
discussion on the issues important to the
web sling and tie down industry.”
http://www.wstda.com/meetings/
May 7-10, 2018
AWEA Wind Power
Conference & Exhibition

McCormick Place, Chicago, Ill.

“Wind energy is revitalizing America’s
economy.”
http://www.windpowerexpo.org/
May 8, 2018
IEDA Meet & Greet Networking Event
Courtyard by Marriott, Fort Wayne, Ind.

http://iedagroup.com/fort-wayne-meetgreet-networking-reception/
May 11-12, 2018
Truxpo 2018

Tradex, Abbotsford, B.C.

“Class 1 through 8 will be displayed on the
show floor.”
http://www.truxpo.com
May 30-June 3, 2018
15th Wheel Jam Truck Show

Huron State Fair Grounds, Huron, S.D.

“Packed into just a couple of days
are concerts, show ‘n shines, brake
competitions, a showcase parade, trucking
vendors, food vendors, great company, and
fun for the entire family.”
http://www.wheeljamtruckshow.com/
home.html

July 15-18, 2018
North Carolina Trucking Association
Annual Management Conference

“Among having some of the best working
class/show trucks in attendance, this year’s
show has a full lineup of talented musical
guests.’
www.buckeyeinvitationaltruckshow.com

http://www.nctrucking.wildapricot.org/
event-2787196

Clark County Fairgrounds, Springfield, Ohio

Indiana Convention Center, Indianapolis, Ind.

“The 2018 Snow Conference has it all —
from expert-led snow and ice education
sessions to an exhibit floor full of excited
vendors.”
https://snow.apwa.net

June 8-9, 2018
Inaugural Buckeye Invitational
Truck Show

The annual Walcott Trucks Jamboree stops in Iowa
in July.
Photo courtesy Iowa 80 Group

JUNE 2018
June 3-6, 2018
Electric Utility Fleet Managers Conference
Williamsburg Lodge and Conference Center
Williamsburg, Pa.

“EUFMC attracts fleet executives from
over 70 companies in the U.S., Canada and
South America.”
https://www.eufmc.com
June 4-7, 2018
Government Fleet Expo & Conference

San Diego Convention Center, San Diego, Calif.

“Now in its 11th year, GFX is the largest
annual community gathering of public
fleets in the nation.”
http://www.governmentfleetexpo.com
June 6-9, 2018
Crane Rental Association of Canada
Annual Conference
The Fort Garry Hotel, Winnipeg, Man.

“The CRAC Conference is a unique annual
event giving the opportunity to meet with
the leaders of the Canadian crane industry.”
http://www.crac-canada.com
June 6-10, 2018
Mississippi Trucking Association
Annual Conference
Sandestin Beach Hilton,Destin, Fla.

http://www.mstrucking.org/

June 9-10, 2018
Texas Trucking Show

NRG Center, Houston, Texas

“A regional trade show focused in connecting
suppliers and trucking companies.”
https://texastruckingshow.com
June 12-14, 2018
Global Petroleum Show

Stampede Park, Calgary, Alta.

“Over 50,000 trade professionals attend
GPS, while 100+ industry leading experts
share their knowledge and understanding
across the event’s expansive line-up of
strategic and technical conference sessions.”
https://globalpetroleumshow.com
June 17-19, 2018
Georgia Motor Trucking Association
Annual Conference
Ritz-Carlton, Amelia Island,
Fernandina Beach, Fla.

http://gmta.site-ym.com/events/event_
list.asp
June 20-21, 2018
Atlantic Canada Petroleum Show
Mile One Centre, St. John’s, Nfld.

“The show celebrates the technology,
people and projects of Canada’s offshore oil
and gas industry and now includes clean
technologies, renewables and environmental
strategies.”
http://atlanticcanadapetroleumshow.com

JULY 2018
July 12-14, 2018
39th Annual Walcott Trucks Jamboree

Iowa 80 Truckstop, I-80 Exit 284,Walcott, Iowa

“This event is a great place to celebrate and
learn about trucking and those big rigs.”
https://iowa80truckstop.com/truckerjamboree/

Marriott Grande Dunes, Myrtle Beach, S.C.

July 17-19, 2018
Ag in Motion
Western Canada’s Outdoor Farm Expo
Near Langham, Sask.

“The 4th annual expo will feature live
demonstrations of field equipment, crop
plots and interactive agribusiness exhibits.”
https://aginmotion.ca
July 20-21, 2018
Expedite Expo

Lexington Center, Lexington, Ky.

“People from all over North America will
come to learn about the newest expedite
trucking industry news, equipment,
career opportunities and products geared
specifically to owner operators and drivers.”
http://expediteexpo.com/

AUGUST 2018
Aug. 2-4, 2018
Louisiana Motor Transport Association
77th Annual Convention

Pensacola Beach Hilton, Pensacola Beach, Fla.

“An excellent opportunity not only to catch
up on the most current industry issues
but also to network with other industry
representatives.”
http://www.louisianatrucking.com/
Aug. 8-10, 2018
Idaho Trucking Association
Annual Conference
Post Falls, Idaho

www.idtrucking.org/convention.php
Aug. 15-18, 2018
National Truck & Step Van
Driving Championships

Columbus Convention Center,
Columbus, Ohio

“This competition has a long history –
dating back to 1937 when it was known as
the National Truck Roadeo.”
http://www.trucking.org/Driving_
Championships.aspx
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Winner of the 2016 Large Business
of the Year Award by the Milton
Chamber of Commerce

www.wilcoxbodies.com
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You’ve Got Needs. We’ve Got Choices.

Each member of this family of welders is designed with your application
in mind. If all you need is a rugged, reliable, time tested welder/generator,
choose the Vantage® 600 SD. If you also desire compressed air capabilities,
then the Air Vantage® 600 SD is the right choice for you. If you require
additional hydraulic power, you’ll find it in our brand-new and first-ever
Air Vantage 600 SD Hydraulic model.
Contact your local Lincoln Electric distributor to find the Vantage 600 SD
that’s right for you, or visit www.lincolnelectric.com/Vantage600SD.

Vantage 600 SD
Air Vantage 600 SD
NEW! Air Vantage 600 SD Hydraulic
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